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InfoSci®-Journals

The leading electronic collection of 145 full-text, peer-reviewed journals that focus on specialized topics in over 200 disciplines relating to the utilization and management of information technology as applied to business, education, healthcare, medicine, engineering, public administration, and social science.

Collection Features:
- Contains over 7,500 full-text articles available in PDF
- Includes more than 150,000 reference citations for further research
- Updated continuously as new IGI Global journal issues go to press
- Journals are indexed in highly influential indices including SciVerse SCOPUS, Thomson Reuters, ACM Digital Library, and Compendex
- Electronic versions of all documents available before print release
- Complimentary, downloadable MARC records
- Offers institutions unlimited simultaneous access and liberal DRM
- Priced at a fraction of the combined print value

Platform Features:
- Advanced, XML-powered, full-text search engine with increased search speed and ranked results
- The ability to search by content type and product type
- The ability to sort by relevance, title, and copyright year
- In addition to RefWorks and EasyBib citation export, this premier platform also offers ALA-, MLA-, and Chicago-style formatting
- Open URL compliance
- COUNTER compliant reports and statistics
- Persistent URLs
- Offers liberal DRM and no maintenance fees with perpetual purchase

Sign up for a FREE 30-Day Trial today!

www.igi-global.com/isj

Discover IGI Global’s Full Line of InfoSci®-Databases @ www.igi-global.com/eresources
In the continually evolving world of information dissemination, YBP is uniquely positioned to meet today’s library, consortia and patron demands. Through partnerships with leading research publishers and content aggregators, YBP offers the most extensive choice of acquisition, collection development and technical services.


For more information, please call 800-258-3774 or email sales@ybp.com today!
Get to know Bowker at ALA Midwinter 2012

We invite you to stop by the Bowker booth at the 2012 ALA Midwinter Meeting to get to know the spectrum of Bowker products.

- **Books In Print®** is the trusted, authoritative and independent resource that connects you to a world of titles and the suppliers to meet your needs. Search the marketplace and find the right titles, in all format options, including ebooks.

- **Resources for College Libraries™ (RCL)** is the premier list of core print and electronic resources for academic libraries, featuring over 75,000 titles in 117 subjects. Brought to you by ACRL’s *Choice* and Bowker, RCL covers the entire two-year and four-year college curriculum and provides a list of core titles that are essential for undergraduate study.

- **Bowker Book Analysis System™** is a powerful collection-analysis tool essential for the academic collection librarian to electronically compare her/his library’s collection against RCL. BBAS is perfect for large scale acquisition, analysis and weeding projects.

See you in Dallas, booth #2007!
The Definitive Source for Academic Research

Through a combination of Wilson's authoritative indexing and EBSCO Publishing's comprehensive full-text content, seven new subject-specific Source databases will soon be available, designed to dramatically improve online research across key academic subject areas.

When released on EBSCOhost®, these new databases will offer a single, powerful resource for all related EBSCO and Wilson content in each subject area, including many unique sources that were never previously available from either company.

COMING IN 2012

To learn more about these super databases, visit:
www.ebscohost.com/superdatabases
1-800-653-2726 ▶ request@ebscohost.com
OECD Factbook 2012: Economic, Environmental and Social Statistics

December 2011 | 978-92-64-11150-9 | 300 pages

Focus chapter — the 50 years of OECD

OECD Factbook 2012 is the OECD’s comprehensive and dynamic statistical annual. More than 100 indicators cover a wide range of topics. This year, the OECD Factbook features a focus chapter on 50 years of the OECD which includes a series of graphs showing how selected variables have evolved over OECD’s fifty year history.

For each indicator, there is a two-page spread. A text page includes a short introduction followed by a detailed definition of the indicator, comments on data comparability, an assessment of long-term trends, and a list of references. The next page contains tables and charts providing – at a glance – the key messages conveyed by the data. A dynamic link (StatLink) is provided for each table and chart directing the user to a web page where the corresponding data are available in Excel® format. Apps for OECD Factbook 2012 will be available for free download at the iPhone / iPad / Android / Blackberry app stores.

How’s Life? Measuring Well-Being

October 2011 | 978-92-64-11161-5 | 250 pages

This presentation of the Better Life Index in book form shows how OECD countries compare across 11 determinants of well-being: housing, income, jobs, community, education, environment, governance, health, life satisfaction, safety, and work-life balance. It presents the numbers behind the comparisons, making it a unique tool for comparing countries.

Available to subscribing libraries at: http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org
Or for purchase at: www.oecdbookshop.org
Or call: 800-456-6323
Cold Spring Harbor Perspectives in Biology

A new type of online review journal

- Spanning the complete spectrum of the molecular life sciences
- Article collections that build month by month
- Written and commissioned by experts in each field

The Authoritative View
Expert reviews in the molecular life sciences.

www.cshperspectives.org
Open Repository

A hosted solution for building and maintaining customized DSpace repositories

www.openrepository.com/atg

Provide a home for your institution’s academic output

Outstanding value
Built and enhanced on the latest DSpace platform
Capacity to host a wide range of digital objects
Ongoing technical support and training from our team of experts

Visit us at ALA Midwinter 2012 stand #1860 to learn more
WEEDING IS A BIG JOB.

sustainablecollections.com

SUSTAINABLE COLLECTION SERVICES (SCS) provides tools and services to carefully manage the drawdown of low-use print book collections. Our custom reports combine local and external data, including WorldCat® holdings, to support informed and efficient decision-making. SCS enables each library to define rules that protect essential titles, while assuring that withdrawn content remains accessible to users. SCS turns a big weeding project into a manageable, cost-effective way to reclaim valuable library space.

Contact us to learn how we can support your weeding, storage, or shared print archiving project.
IEEE Xplore® Digital Library

Driving research at the world’s leading universities and institutions

- Increase scholarly output and research development with access to over 2 million full-text IEEE articles
- IEEE publishes 16 of the top 20 journals in electrical engineering and is the most-cited publisher in new patents*
- Customize subscription options to your degree program

*Thomson Reuters Journal Citation Reports; 1790 Analytics, LLC

“IEEE is the umbrella that allows us all to stay current with technology trends.”

Dr. Mathukumalli Vidyasagar
Head, Bioengineering Dept.
University of Texas, Dallas

Request a Free Trial
See how IEEE Xplore can power your research.
www.ieee.org/academic
Serving Libraries with Any Book in Print

- firm orders
- standing orders
- shelf ready processing
- electronic ordering and invoicing
- online order status
- searchable order database
- brief MARC record download
- non-book fulfillment of video, audio, music
- out-of-print service
- quick and accurate fulfillment
- personal customer service

Tradition and Innovation Under One Roof

thebookhouse.com

208 W. Chicago St. ~ Jonesville, MI 49250 ~ 800.248.1146
bhinfo@thebookhouse.com
Make an Impact
ROI with price, cost per use & impact factor

Make an impact in your library,
contact Swets today.

swetswise

www.swets.com/swetswise/selection-support
HIGH-IMPACT
JOURNALS FOR YOUR LIBRARY’S COLLECTION

- Premier Journals in the Fields of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
  - Mobile Delivery Available for Subscribers
  - Interactive Teaching Tools for Classroom Use

SUBSCRIBE
www.asbmb.org/publications
I can *honestly* say if there is a problem I just call EBSCO.

-Susan Markley, Resource Management Team Leader
Falken Memorial Library, Villanova University

*Experience the EBSCO difference.*

When there’s an issue with e-resource access, every minute the problem goes unresolved is money down the drain. That’s why Susan Markley depends on EBSCO.

With approximately 80 percent of the library’s journal collection in electronic format, Susan knows all about access issues. But the difference with EBSCO, she says, is that she calls one person and doesn’t have to worry further. No generic customer service desk. No endless transfers. Just a quick, friendly e-mail to her EBSCO representative.

For the full story go to www.ebsco.com/Susan
Remote Access Technologies for Library Collections: Tools for Library Users and Managers

**Diane M. Fulkerson** (University of South Florida Polytechnic Library, USA)

Remote Access Technologies for Library Collections: Tools for Library Users and Managers is crucial to understanding the changes in accessing library materials and the new expectations that library users have in the 21st century. Identifying, implementing, and updating new technologies, understanding copyright and fair use laws, creating metadata for access to digital collections, and meeting user needs are just some of the topics covered in this volume. Libraries have become the electronic information commons of the new information age and this reference provides a vital exploration of the future.

Hard Cover: US $175; Online Perpetual Access: US $265
Print + Online Perpetual Access: US $350

**Pre-pub Price:**
Hard Cover: US $165; Online Perpetual Access: US $250
*Pre-pub price is good through one month after publication date.

Related Library Information Science Titles:

- **Partnerships and Collaborations in Public Library Communities: Resources and Solutions**
  - ISBN: 978-1-61350-387-4
  - © 2012

- **E-Reference Context and Discoverability in Libraries: Issues and Concepts**
  - © 2012

- **Library and Information Science in Developing Countries: Contemporary Issues**
  - © 2012

- **Libraries, Telecentres, Cybertechnologies and Public Access to ICT: Informed and Competitive**
  - © 2012

Want More Content Related to Knowledge Management?

Sign up for a FREE 30-DAY TRIAL of IGI Global’s InfoSci® - Knowledge Management database or a FREE TWO-WEEK TRIAL of the Library Information Science topic collection at www.igi-global.com/eresources
“SPIE papers have information that you don’t get otherwise, it’s not published anywhere else.”

–Merete Raarup, Assistant Professor, University of Aarhus, Denmark

5% Price Rollback

SPIE Digital Library
SPIEDigitalLibrary.org

The world’s largest collection of optics & photonics research

For more information contact sales or visit SDLinfo.org
AIP Digital Archives

The world’s most valuable collection of physical science research.

Put the history of modern physics at patrons’ fingertips with AIP’s Digital Archives. Available individually or as an online reference suite for a one-time purchase, each archive provides your patrons with permanent access to a broad range of research from one of the world’s most valuable physics research collections. Together these archives contain more than 300,000 papers from AIP’s renowned journals and conference proceedings, and more than 55 years of fascinating features from AIP’s flagship magazine, Physics Today.

THE PAST IS PROLOGUE TO THE FUTURE.

AIP Digital Archive

More than 300,000 articles from 10 AIP journals, dating back to Vol. 1, No. 1, in an extraordinary archive of groundbreaking physics research from 1930–1998. Plus, the AIP Conference Proceedings—with findings from many of the most important scientific meetings around the globe.

- Plus...AIP Conference Proceedings (1870–2004)

Physics Today Digital Archive

Enjoy unlimited access to AIP’s flagship journal, from the first issue in 1948 to 2006. The archive contains all content older than five years, and is updated with a full year of new content annually, at no cost to subscribers.

For more information and to order, contact mdrego@aip.org, +1 516.576.2483, or your local sales agent.

www.aip.org
Evaluation made simple: manual muscle testing, goniometry, and gait.

Watch the videos, read the text, listen to the experts explain the techniques — all at your own pace.

- **Video showing the application of each test**
  - Watch as the clinician positions the patient and performs the necessary test.
  - Watch as the patient favors the injury.
  - Watch as the clinician accounts for this in their testing and results.

- **Narration explaining the elements of each test**
  - Listen as each step being performed by the clinician is explained in accurate detail.
  - Listen as the patients’ actions are explained and how they play a role in the diagnosis.

- **A study quiz promoting problem-solving skills**
  - Review what you have learned and see what areas may need more attention and study.

- **Glossary of terms**
  - Throughout the videos key words are called out with their definitions — taking learning to the ultimate level.

**What does it cost?**

**Institutional Customers**—give full access to your entire institution with a one year subscription—each online tutorial is $389.95*
- Subscribe to 2 and Save 10%; Subscribe to all 3 and Save 20%

**Individual Customers**—each online tutorial is $49.95 for a one year subscription—subscribe to more than one of the online tutorials at slackinteractive.com and save!
- Subscribe to 2 and Save 10%; Subscribe to all 3 and Save 20%

*Fee applies to single location institutions of 40,000 FTE or lower. Other organizations, contact us directly for pricing at slackinteractive@slackinc.com.

Subscribe today with promo code 4A2297
Visit: www.slackinteractive.com

SLACK Incorporated • Health Care Books and Journals
6900 Grove Road • Thorofare, NJ 08086

Call: 800-257-8290 or 856-848-1000
Fax: 856-848-6091
Email: slackinteractive@slackinc.com
CONCISE, BORN-DIGITAL BOOKS FOR ADVANCED BUSINESS STUDENTS

Cost-efficient Digital Libraries offering:

✓ collections of 50+ ebooks designed as reference works and course readings, built around today’s MBA curriculum;
✓ unlimited concurrent use, downloading, and printing;
✓ unrestricted uploading to course management systems;
✓ a one-time payment/perpetual access model;
✓ free MARC records; and
✓ COUNTER-compliant usage statistics

Business Expert Press is a new publisher developed with the input of librarians and business professors. We provide curriculum-based content for the advanced business students: books written by experts who translate real-world business experience into cost-effective teaching tools.

Also available:
TOPICAL BUSINESS COLLECTIONS!


For more information or to set up a free trial: Adam Chesler, Director of Library Relations adam.chesler@businessexpertpress.com

http://www.businessexpertpress.com/librarians/
ASME Digital Library
2012 Subscription Packages

Subscribe now to more ASME journals and conference proceedings for less money with ASME 2012 Subscription Packages

Save up to 25% when you subscribe to all 24 ASME Transactions Journals (Package 1) in print and online.

Save on conference proceedings packages designed for specific areas of interest including engineering technology, energy and power, design, manufacturing and systems engineering, and pressure technology and pipelines.

JOURNAL PACKAGES

Package 1: All Transactions Journals
Print: 2012; Online: 2002-2012
Print & Online (U.S.) .................................. $8,744
Print & Online (outside U.S.) ......................... $9,960
Online Only (worldwide) .............................. $7,150

Package 1A: Archives
Online Only Archives, 1970-1999 .................. $6,077

Package 2: All Transactions Journals Plus
Applied Mechanics Reviews

Print: 2012; Online: 2002-2012
Print & Online (U.S.) .................................. $9,207
Print & Online (outside U.S.) ......................... $10,453
Online Only (worldwide) .............................. $7,529

Package 2A: Archives
Online Only Archives, 1970-1999 .................. $6,267

CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS PACKAGES

Package 3: All Current Conference Proceedings
Individual proceedings volumes from 2008-2012
Online Only (worldwide) .............................. $7,571

Package 3A: Archives
Online Only Archives, 2002-2007 .................. $3,785

Package 4: Engineering Technology
More than 20 proceedings volumes from 2008-2012
Online Only (worldwide) .............................. $2,704

Package 4A: Archives
Online Only Archives, 2002-2007 .................. $1,352

EBOOKS PACKAGE
Over 100 titles planned for 2012!

Option 1: Annual Subscription
Access to the entire eBook collection with new eBooks as available. Cost: $2,500

Option 2: One-time Purchase
Continuous access to the entire eBook collection published through 2012. Cost: $14,000

Package 5: Energy and Power
More than 30 proceedings volumes from 2008-2012
Online Only (worldwide) .............................. $2,704

Package 5A: Archives
Online Only Archives, 2002-2007 .................. $1,352

Package 6: Design, Manufacturing, and Systems Engineering
Get more than 20 proceedings volumes from 2008-2012
Online Only (worldwide) .............................. $2,704

Package 6A: Archives
Online Only Archives, 2002-2007 .................. $1,352

Package 7: Pressure Technology and Pipelines
Get more than 20 proceedings volumes from 2008-2012
Call or email for specific subject areas.
Online Only (worldwide) .............................. $2,704

Package 7A: Archives
Online Only Archives, 2002-2007 .................. $1,082

COMBO PACKAGES

Package 8: Combination of Journal Package 1 and Conference Proceedings Package 3
Online Only .............................................. $12,515

Package 9: Combination of Journal Package 2 and Conference Proceedings Package 3
Online Only .............................................. $12,824

To order ASME Subscription Packages, contact Melanie Goldate at 973.244.2223 or goldatem@asme.org
Begell Digital Library on iPad and iPhone

www.dl.begellhouse.com


50 Cross Highway, Redding, CT 06896; tel: (203) 938-1300; fax: (203) 938-1304; e-mail: orders@begellhouse.com
Annual Reviews intelligently synthesizes critical literature in the Biomedical, Life, Physical, and Social Sciences, including Economics. Our editors and authors are premier contributors to their fields. Your patrons can rely on Annual Reviews to assess the available research and deliver the ideas that matter, to cut out the noise, and to meet their research needs efficiently and in a timely manner.

ANNUAL REVIEWS NOW AVAILABLE ON MOBILE DEVICES!
The Annual Reviews mobile site is the gateway to highly cited research on the go and provides a personalized browsing, searching, and reading experience optimized for mobile use.

Users can now browse, search, and read full-text content anytime, anywhere on the Annual Reviews mobile site from popular mobile devices. Visit www.annualreviews.org from a mobile device to:

- Browse journals and articles
- Search journals by keyword, author, or title
- View abstracts
- Read full-text articles (personal or institutional subscription required)
- Read forthcoming articles (personal or institutional subscription required)
- View and search references and related links

Learn more about our mobile site at http://www.annualreviews.org/r/aboutmobile

SECURE A SITE LICENSE FOR YOUR PATRONS TODAY.
Visit www.annualreviews.org or email: sitelicense@annualreviews.org for more information.
New Must-Have Reference Titles

**Encyclopedia of Tudor England**
3 Volumes
John A. Wagner and Susan Walters Schmid, Editors
Authority and accessibility combine to bring the history and the drama of Tudor England to life. Almost 900 engaging entries cover the life and times of Henry VIII, Mary I, Elizabeth I, and many more. (December 2011, 1,302 pages, 7x10, ISBN: 978-1-59884-298-2, $294.00; eISBN: 978-1-59884-299-9)

**The U.S. Justice System**
An Encyclopedia
3 Volumes
Steven Harmon Wilson, Editor
This comprehensive, three-volume set provides detailed background essays, short topical entries, and primary document excerpts that explain the organization, history, and functioning of the U.S. justice system. (December 2011, 1,276 pages, 7x10, ISBN: 978-1-59884-304-0, $294.00; eISBN: 978-1-59884-305-7)

**Native America**
A State-by-State Historical Encyclopedia
3 Volumes
Daniel S. Murphree, Editor
Employing innovative research and unique interpretations, these essays provide a fresh perspective on Native American history by focusing on how Indians lived and helped shape each of the United States. (January 2012, 1,405 pages, 7x10, ISBN: 978-0-313-38126-3, $294.00; eISBN: 978-0-313-38127-0)

**Fast Food and Junk Food**
An Encyclopedia of What We Love to Eat
3 Volumes
Andrew F. Smith
This fascinating and revealing work examines the incredible power of junk food and fast food—how nostalgic we are about them, the influence of the companies that manufacture or sell them, and their alarming effect on our country’s state of health. (December 2011, 813 pages, 7x10, ISBN: 978-0-313-39393-8, $189.00; eISBN: 978-0-313-39394-5)
“The Summon service will enable our students to jump right to the assessment and utilization of materials to build an overall familiarity with scholarly literature in their target areas.”

SEÁN P. DUFFY, Associate Professor of Political Science
Chair, Department of Philosophy and Political Science
Quinnipiac University

Summon™ A better, faster way to find relevant library content.

Discover Summon™ for your library.
Visit www.serialssolutions.com/discoversummon
Join our family of satisfied customers!
Take their word for it and try us.

“I have often told people that I felt that I had another staff member off-site, in Bridgeton, Missouri.”
Susan Sheridan
Amherst College

“Thanks for your smile that reached across the miles, for your patience, and your constant devotion to optimal service.”
Betty Kelly
Furman University

“You’re a benchmark for how customer service should be conducted.”
Eric Kidwell
Huntingdon University

“I truly appreciate the service that you give us and I always enjoy talking to you on the phone. I think you are absolutely WONDERFUL and you give AWESOME service.”
Carolyn Marr
Wayland Baptist University

“Great customer service! That’s why we love to work with Midwest.”
Lydia Mureh
Lee University

“Once again, Midwest’s customer service has gone so far beyond the normal request level. In both my professional experience and my personal experience, I don’t know of any other company that comes close to providing such excellent customer service.”
Karen Kriegel
San Francisco Public Library

“Our representative is unfailingly pleasant and is diligent about calling to follow up on any questions about our orders. I feel that she does her job in a most thorough and conscientious manner. Thanks to Midwest for the excellent experience that I have had working with your company.”
Katie Olson
Skagit Valley College

“I appreciate that you do not have an electronic answering system. It is so great talking to a “real” person. In this world of electronic communication, it has been so nice to actually talk to someone and get issues resolved quickly.”
Carol Gregorich
Harrisburg Area Community College

“We recently signed up with Midwest to handle our Continuations. The customer service is outstanding. Our representative is extremely helpful and returns emails and phone calls right away. We couldn’t be happier.”
Leanne Roseberry
Lincoln Land Community College

“Midwest does a wonderful job on processing and binding. The books are always “crisp & clean” and neatly done at reasonable prices.”
Carla Kramer
Ventura College

“The service you and your staff have given us has always been excellent, but during our disaster recovery effort you really came through for us.”
Ruth Ross
Olympic College

“Our representative is the most pleasant, on top of it, bend over backwards to help, and just plain friendly person with whom I deal. She is an outstanding asset to your company.”
Martha Yelton
Johnson County Library

“You have always gone that extra mile that makes a great service even more so. Your service has been an important factor in keeping my library a steady customer.”
Dan North
University of West Florida

“We have used many vendors over my past 20 years and Midwest has had the best performance.”
Glenda Alvin
Tennessee State University

We strive for complete customer satisfaction, with service second to none.

“Outstanding Service”
“Professional”
“Courteous”
“Prompt”
“Zero Error Rate”

Midwest Library Service
11443 St. Charles Rock Road • Bridgeton, Missouri 63044-2789 • U.S.A.
Phone: 800-325-8833 • 314-739-3100
Fax: 800-962-1099 • 314-739-1326
mail@midwesttls.com
www.midwesttls.com